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Debate regarding the merits of screening pilots for sleep apnea has been stimulated by recently issued guidance from
the Federal Aviation Administration. It has long been appreciated that sleep apnea results in poor quality sleep, and that
poor quality sleep is associated with daytime fatigue and decrements in performance. However, the relationship
between sleep apnea and poor performance, including risk for accidents is not as well understood. Good quality data
are
available for
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drivers and have
helped influence
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good quality data for commercial truckers are available and can be used to formulate rational public policy with the goal
of improving aviation safety. This article was reviewed by the Council of the Aerospace Medical Association and
approved as a position paper of the Association.
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bese commercial truck drivers19,33,45 and recreational
and commercial pilots may be at risk for obstructive
sleep apnea (OSA), which may pose a risk to public
safety. Recommendations for OSA screening in these groups
are therefore currently a topic of debate. Obesity is the most
important modifiable risk factor for developing obstructive
sleep apnea, and its incidence is rising rapidly.55 Links between
OSA and impaired daytime functioning are well established,28
making screening for sleep apnea an urgent flight safety issue.
Body weight in the general population has been rising at a
rapid rate since the 1980s.55 Worldwide, the prevalence of being
overweight (body mass index or BMI ⱖ 25 kg · m22) increased
from 25 to 34%, and of being obese (BMI ⱖ 30 kg · m22)
increased from 6 to 12% between 1980 and 2008.55 In the
United States nearly one-third of the adult population is overweight (BMI between 25 and 29.9 kg · m22) and an additional
one-third is obese (BMI ⱖ 30 kg · m22). Furthermore, the rate
of increase has been accelerating in the population segments
with the highest BMI.56
There is a very strong relationship between elevated BMI
and presence of sleep apnea.22 An increase of 1 SD in any body
habitus measure is associated with a threefold increase in risk of
sleep apnea,68 and it is estimated that 98% of individuals with a
BMI over 40 have sleep apnea.60 The relationship between sleep
deprivation and impairment of daytime functioning is well

established.31,40 For example, individuals with sleep apnea,
which can result in sleep disruption, have higher rates of motor
vehicle accidents.6,57 Treatment with continuous positive
airway pressure (CPAP) substantially decreases this risk.58
Untreated OSA, especially when severe, is also associated with
comorbidities that include coronary artery disease, stroke, and
diabetes mellitus.14,30,37 While there is little disagreement that
untreated sleep apnea is associated with poor daytime performance and increases in cardiovascular disease and death, the
extent of this impact on pilot performance is unknown. Furthermore, although there are protocols for screening pilots,
the best way to identify those individuals who are at the highest risk for impairment in the aviation environment is being
debated. This is in large part due to a lack of pilot-specific data
on this issue.
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EPIDEMIOLOGY
pharyngeal fat deposits cause narrowing of the lumen and
OSA is characterized by repeated episodes of upper airway
increased upper airway collapsibility, and may predispose the
obstruction during sleep (Fig. 1). It is highly prevalent in the patient to obstruction when neuromuscular tone decreases
United States, affecting approximately 10% of the general popuduring sleep. Obesity may also increase upper airway collapslation,14 with some studies suggesting that in men aged 50-70 yr ibility by reducing lung volumes, particularly functional residthe prevalence is as high as 17%.46 As discussed previously, ual capacity.
OSA is strongly associated with obesity,22 and is nearly univerOSA causes significant stress on the cardiovascular system.
sal in people with a BMI of 40 kg · m22, which corresponds to a During normal sleep, blood pressure and heart rate fall by
180 cm (71 inches) person who weighs 134 kg (295 pounds).67 approximately 25%. During OSA, abrupt inspiratory efforts
This relationship is nonlinear and is observed irrespective of the occur during pharyngeal collapse, in turn causing a sudden,
measure used. Increasing body weight by 10 kg (22 lb) nearly large increase in negative intrathoracic pressure. This increases
doubles the risk of OSA, while a fourfold increase in risk is
left ventricular transmural pressure, left atrial wall tension, and
associated with a 6 kg · m22 increase in BMI or an increase in venous return to the right ventricle. The ultimate result is
waist or hip circumference by 13 to 15 cm (5 to 6 inches).50 decreased preload and stroke volume. As arterial oxygen satuLikewise, a neck circumference of greater than 43 cm (17 ration decreases, myocardial oxygen supply becomes insuffiinches) in men or greater than 41 cm (16 inches) in women is cient to meet demand while peripheral and central sympathetic
also a risk factor for OSA because adipose and muscle tissue excitatory reflexes are stimulated. The patient then abruptly
around the neck can compress the airway. Macroglossia (a large arouses from sleep, further increasing sympathetic nerve distongue) may be a predisposing factor for OSA. The Mallampati charge and decreasing vagal tone. The net effect is an increase in
classification is used as a predictor for difficult endotracheal
heart rate and a surge in blood pressure that subside as the
14
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tension, congestive heart failure, and other cardiovascular
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diagnostic workup for OSA.27 Although the Mallampati score is
complications.
easy to assess, it is dependent on patient effort, and more preOSA causes significant sleep disruption.41 Normal sleep is
10
cise predictive methods are needed.
characterized by an alternate cycling between non-rapid-eyemovement (NREM) sleep and rapid-eye-movement (REM)
PHYSIOLOGY
sleep.17 NREM sleep consists of three stages that range from
Airway obstruction in OSA is caused by occlusion of the naso- “light” Stages 1 (N1) and 2 (N2) sleep, to “deep” Stage 3 (N3)
pharynx and oropharynx that occurs when the tongue and palsleep. A period of REM sleep typically follows each episode of
ate move posteriorly during sleep and come to rest against the NREM sleep. This alternating cyclic pattern of NREM and
posterior pharyngeal wall. Narrower airways are more easily
REM sleep occurs throughout the night, and each cycle lasts
collapsible and prone to airway occlusion. People who are obese
about 90 min. In the earlier part of the night, slow-wave or deep
have extrinsic narrowing of the area surrounding the collapssleep predominates, and in the last third of the night, REM
ible region of the pharynx that is caused by excess soft tissue in sleep (or “dream sleep”) predominates. A typical young adult
the area. Obesity is associated with deposition of fatty tissue will spend 70–75% of sleep in NREM and 20–25% of sleep in
and submucosal edema in the lateral walls of the pharynx.47
REM. Wakefulness within the sleep period typically occurs
Obesity is also associated with increased amounts of peri- during less than 5% of the night. Although the precise funcpharyngeal fat, and in turn larger neck circumference. These
tional role of each type of sleep and the cyclical pattern of sleep
stages is not yet fully understood, it is generally accepted that
disruptions to the continuity of sleep will affect the restorative
value of sleep as well as next-day functioning and/or alertness.54
OSA results in sleep fragmentation due to the numerous apnearelated asphyxias that persist throughout the night.38 The severity of apnea is determined by the Apnea-Hypopnea Index
(AHI), which is the number of times per hour an individual has
a decrease in airflow by ⱖ90% (apnea) or ⱖ70–90% with
either an arousal or an oxygen desaturation ⱖ3% (hypopnea), as measured by either an oronasal thermal sensor or positive airway pressure device flow.9 Fewer than 5 events per hour
are considered to be within normal limits, 5-15 events per hour
are classified as mild, 15-30 per hour are classified as moderate,
and greater than 30 per hour are classified as severe. These
events are accompanied by oxygen desaturations and arousals
that interfere with sleep quality.27 Since respiratory rate varies
according to the state of consciousness, there is a particularly
pronounced deprivation in the deepest stages of sleep (often
Fig. 1. Upper airway obstruction in sleep apnea.
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thought to be the most restorative stages) as well as in REM
sleep (which is thought to play a role in memory consolidation). Because of these changes, the sleep of OSA sufferers is
disrupted and therefore inadequate.15

Sleep restriction. Total sleep deprivation is clearly a concern
in safety-sensitive scenarios, but chronic sleep restriction is
more common, and scientific interest in its effects has grown
in recent years.7 The impact of sleep restriction is generally
similar to that of total deprivation, but is somewhat less pronounced, at least in the near-term. Sleep restriction of the
OSA AND HUMAN PERFORMANCE
type often faced by personnel who work nonstandard schedEffects of Sleep Curtailment/Disruption on Performance
ules, cross multiple time zones, or practice inadequate sleep
Multiple well-designed studies have shown unequivocally that
hygiene, produces serious decrements in cognition and perinadequate sleep adversely impacts neurocognitive functionformance. Two classic studies in which the effects of chronic
ing and performance.31,40,63 All cognitive performance measleep restriction were assessed indicated that chronic sleep
sures are negatively affected, including attention, judgment, loss produced a “dose response” effect, with performance decreaction time, and accuracy.4,5,43 Sleep loss produces decrerements progressively increasing as time in bed (and thus
ments in vigilance, cognitive slowing, short-term memory
time asleep) is systematically reduced.8,61 Sleep duration
failures, deficits in frontal lobe function, and rapid, involununder 6 h per night produced the greatest decrements in both
tary episodes of “dozing off ”.12,35,36 The severity of these dis- investigations – a finding confirmed by other reports.5,32,52 Of
turbances is closely related to the degree of sleep disruption.
further interest is the fact that when sleep is restricted to 4 –
For example, total sleep deprivation will cause an immedi6 h per night, cognitive performance declines are similar to
ate and drastic disruption to overall functioning,40 whereas the deficits seen during 24 – 48 h of continuous wakefulness.61
milder sleep restriction or sleep fragmentation may exert a Moreover, recovery from chronic sleep restriction across con5
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nights of this type of disrupted sleep have the same effects as formance can take from several days up to a week after the
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acute sleep restriction; alertness and performance are degraded
sleep restriction has ended.3,8 Research participants who were
to the same extent.
restricted to 7 or fewer hours of sleep for several days did not
experience a full recovery in performance even after 3 d of 8 h
General Types of Sleep Disturbances
of sleep per night.8 Although extended postsleep-restriction
The majority of sleep and performance studies have historirecovery-sleep opportunities had beneficial effects, even peocally focused on the effects of total acute sleep deprivation, but
ple who were offered a 10-h night in bed following several
more recently the effects of partial sleep restriction have
days of sleep restriction were not fully recovered after one
received increased attention.48 This shift in focus may be due night.5 Thus, personnel who are chronically sleep restricted
to the greater societal prevalence of partial sleep loss as a due to work-related scheduling factors (i.e., pilots, truck drivresult of medical conditions and sleep disorders, as well ers, traveling executives, etc.) are at risk not only during the
as lifestyle factors (e.g., shiftwork, jet lag, prolonged work sleep-restriction periods themselves, but for several days
hours).5 Partial sleep deprivation results from sleep restric- afterwards as well.
tion, which can occur due to work-scheduling factors and/or
poor sleep habits; sleep fragmentation, which occurs with cerSleep fragmentation and selective sleep stage deprivation.
tain sleep disorders (e.g., untreated obstructive sleep apnea); Sleep disruptions of the sort that occur with untreated
or selective sleep stage deprivation, which can occur if sleep
sleep disorders, particularly sleep apnea, likewise cause perfragmentation is isolated to a specific sleep stage (e.g., when
formance deficits and excessive on-the-job sleepiness or
apneic episodes disrupt primarily one stage of sleep such as fatigue.11,15 Although there is a lack of complete scientific
REM sleep).
consensus on the extent of these effects,13,51 it is generally
accepted that sleep fragmentation adversely affects cognitive
Total sleep deprivation. A meta-analysis conducted by Lim and
functioning and performance.15,39,54 A meta-analysis con40
Dinges showed that sleep deprivation produces relatively ducted by Bucks et al. indicated that the sleep alterations
rapid and significant decrements in most cognitive domains, associated with obstructive sleep apnea (i.e., significant
with simple attention and vigilance tasks showing the largest reductions in REM sleep and deep sleep) slow cognitive proeffect, while complex attention and working memory tasks are cesses, produce deficits in attention and vigilance, impair
affected to a lesser extent. Durmer and Dinges concluded that
long-term visual and verbal memory, and disrupt visual-spatial/
the homeostatic sleep pressure that rapidly builds during peri- constructional abilities.15 OSA-induced sleep alterations
ods of prolonged wakefulness leads to uncontrollable lapses also degrade the executive functions essential for volition,
into sleep, or micro sleeps.24 These prolonged periods of wakeplanning, purposeful action, and the monitoring of effective
fulness affect not only neurocognitive states, but also cause performance. There is indirect evidence that obstructive sleep
changes in mood and increase levels of subjective fatigue. Years apnea leads to structural damage to the brain over time.39 This
of research support the serious negative effects of total sleep damage forms the foundation for cognitive impairments
deprivation across a range of people involved in diverse endeavthat include decrements in reasoning abilities, vigilance,
ors and occupations.
learning, and memory.
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Sleep apnea linked to increased risk of accidents. OSA has diabetes. The latter may be caused by chronic hypoxia and oxibeen associated with an increased risk of accidents in both dative stress-induced injury of endothelium and peripheral
commercial and noncommercial drivers. A systematic review
nerves.44 One longitudinal study of adults referred for polyof 40 studies found that noncommercial drivers who had been somnography found that both the presence of OSA and nocdiagnosed with OSA were at increased risk for a traffic acciturnal hypoxemia were independent risk factors for sudden
dent; however, in part due to methodological issues, no con- cardiac death.30 Another study linked total time spent dursistent statistically significant relationship was found between ing sleep with an oxygen saturation less than 90% to a 50%
the severity of OSA and accident risk.57 Other studies which increase in the risk of a cardiovascular event or death.37
examined the efficacy of treatment of OSA with CPAP found
improvement in driver performance.26 Xie et al. studied the
Additive impact of sleep-disruptive factors. The two primary
effectiveness of screening criteria for OSA in commercial determinants of on-the-job alertness are the sleep regulatory
drivers. These criteria included a history of snoring, excessive process or the degree to which the minimum routine physiodaytime sleepiness, or witnessed apnea events; an Epworth logical sleep requirement is being met (i.e., the homeostatic
Sleepiness Scale (ESS) score of greater than 10; body mass component of the fatigue equation); and the circadian rhythm
index of 35 kg · m22 or greater, and a neck circumference of or the timing of the work/sleep period in relationship to the
greater than 17 inches in men or greater than 16 inches in body’s biological clock (i.e., the circadian component of the
women; uncontrolled hypertension; and sleeping in the exam- fatigue equation).31 Although sleep regulation is an important
ination or waiting rooms. They found that these criteria had a consideration, failure to obtain sufficient high-quality sleep
positive predictive value of 78%.65 A systematic review by
causes an accumulation of homeostatic sleep pressure. This in
Treager et al. found that there was a significant association turn can be expected to impair both cognition and perforby Publishing
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drivers; drivers with OSA had a risk that was up to four times cause; poor personal choices, work-related scheduling factors,
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greater than a driver without OSA.57
sleep disorders, or other factors produce the same effects. InsufAlthough OSA has not been implicated as a direct causal ficient sleep from any cause will ultimately decrease perforfactor in an aviation accident, fatigue has been associated with mance and alertness, with possible catastrophic consequences
both incidents and accidents. The National Transportation in safety-sensitive occupations. It is therefore imperative that
Safety Board determined that fatigue was the probable cause of
operational personnel obtain the requisite amount of highan incident in which both the captain and first officer of a Part quality sleep on a day-to-day basis. Although regulatory bodies
121 flight fell asleep and overflew their destination. Undiagsuch as the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) dictate duty
nosed OSA was listed as a contributing factor based on the fact and rest schedules in an attempt to meet this objective and safethat 3 mo after the incident, the captain was diagnosed with guard personnel from unwanted sleep reductions (and a consesevere OSA.34 A study using electroencephalography to mea- quent increase in the homeostatic drive toward dangerous
on-the-job sleepiness), unpredictable schedule changes from
sure brain activity found 10 episodes of sleep or reduced alertweather or maintenance delays; requirements for late-night or
ness in 400 person-hours of flight.64 In 2008, the Federal
early-morning duty times; and/or rapid and constant timeMotor Carrier Safety Administration recommended that all
commercial driver license candidates with a BMI over 30 kg · m22 zone changes often create sleep-related difficulties. Unfortunately, when work-related sleep curtailments are exacerbated
undergo screening for OSA. Because of its potential impact
on flight safety, the Federal Aviation Administration requires
by medically related sleep disruptions or fragmentations, the
that airmen diagnosed with OSA obtain a special issuance
resulting additive effects can seriously undermine even the best
medical certificate. An airman undergoing treatment for OSA fatigue-risk-management systems.
must submit a polysomnogram and information regarding the
elimination of symptoms such as daytime sleepiness. OSA may
APPROACH TO SCREENING FOR SLEEP APNEA
also be an additional risk factor for developing significant arte- Screening for sleep apnea is most frequently initiated during a
rial hypoxia during flight, therefore when a minimum overgeneral history and physical examination, with questioning
night SpO2 of less than 65% is seen during polysomnography, about the presence of loud snoring, poorly refreshing sleep, and
further assessment may be required.1
daytime sleepiness, and collection of objective measures such
as body mass index (BMI). Increasingly, brief questionnaires
Sleep apnea associated with serious comorbidities. OSA is
such as the eight-item STOP-BANG,18 designed to facilitate
associated with a number of comorbidities that could cause
the identification of important risk factors such as loud snoring,
sudden incapacitation. Sleep apnea has been demonstrated to witnessed apneas, presence of hypertension, morning headincrease risk of stroke and death by any cause,66 and may preaches, and elevated BMI, are being used to identify those at
dispose patients to cardiovascular disease through a number
highest risk for sleep apnea. High-risk individuals require furof mechanisms, including sleep fragmentation, intermittent ther specialized evaluation. Clinical evaluation by a sleep spehypoxia, chronic activation of the sympathetic nervous system, cialist includes a review of sleep habits, daily sleep duration,
and inflammation. OSA increases the risk of Type 2 diabetes
environmental, social, and medical factors influencing sleep
mellitus, and may also exacerbate the vascular complications of
quality, and identification of poorly controlled hypertension,
838
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cardiovascular disease, and type II diabetes mellitus, all of which
advancement surgery produces a significant decrease in the
have been associated with untreated apnea.14,30,37 The clinical apnea-hypopnea index,16 but is a long and technically challengexam is also used to screen for other common sleep disorders ing procedure. Complications can include facial sensory deficits
such as insomnia, and Restless Leg Syndrome (RLS) that can and dental malocclusion. A number of different oral appliances
contribute to poor quality rest. The latter is important because have been studied and may be useful for treating mild to modover 30% of patients with a primary diagnosis of sleep apnea erate sleep apnea. However, they require individualized fabricahave additional sleep problems,53 which may require treatment tion by a dentist with specialized training, and initially require
to ensure optimal sleep quality and daytime performance. multiple adjustments. After the adjustment of an oral appliance
There should also be a detailed discussion of lifestyle issues, has been optimized, repeat sleep study testing with the device
including optimal sleep hygiene and weight management. in place is needed to ensure that the OSA has been treated.
Screening for alcohol use is especially important because alcoThis process is almost always more expensive than standard
hol can disrupt sleep quality, worsen sleep apnea, and work synCPAP therapy.
ergistically with sleep deprivation to worsen performance.23,25,59
Once a diagnosis is made and appropriate treatment has
After clinical evaluation, if apnea or other disorders requiring
been initiated, response to therapy must be periodically evalupolysomnographic evaluation are suspected, then a sleep study ated to ensure compliance. Six percent of individuals have sigis ordered.
nificant residual daytime sleepiness even after they have been
The gold standard for evaluation of sleep apnea is in-laboratory
optimally treated,49 so patients must be clinically evaluated to
overnight polysomnography (PSG), which involves meaconfirm that both respiratory events and daytime sleepiness
surement of airflow at the oropharynx as well as chest and
have resolved.62 Modern CPAP devices incorporate technolabdominal movements, pulse oximetry, electrocardiography ogy that allows monitoring of daily usage, including hours
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electromyography (EMG, for movements). In many cases, technology is already used to help monitor response to therCopyright: Aerospace Medical Association
especially if severe sleep apnea is identified early in the night,
apy, provides an objective measure of response to treatment,
the second half of the study is used to initiate treatment with
and helps individuals demonstrate adherence to therapy for
continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), using a single occupational considerations. At this time, there are insuffistudy for diagnosis and treatment. Studies performed in a sleep cient data to support the use of standard overnight oximetry
laboratory provide a high degree of diagnostic accuracy and
for the routine monitoring of response to therapy. Additionreproducibility, but the associated time and expense have placed ally, even after successful therapy has been initiated, periodic
an increasing focus on the use of at-home testing. Currently follow-up is required to insure continued benefit. Factors
available at-home sleep testing devices measure airflow, respirasuch as aging, weight gain, and in women the onset of menotory effort, and blood oxygenation.20 Single channel devices pause can result in worsening apnea severity,47 which requires
measuring both oxygen saturation and photoplethysmography
adjustment in therapy.
are under investigation. At-home tests reduce cost by a factor of
two-thirds, but are not suitable for all individuals, require speASMA POSITION STATEMENT
cialized expertise to interpret, and most importantly can only
Sleep apnea is highly prevalent in the general population, and is
be used to rule in sleep apnea. The latter is a critical and often
nearly universally present in individuals with a BMI greater
overlooked point because a negative home test means that the than 40 kg · m22. It is strongly associated with impaired cognipatient must start the process again in the laboratory.20 If sigtive performance and daytime performance, and linked with
nificant sleep apnea is found on home sleep testing, then in
increased motor vehicle accident rates. Although there is a paumany cases, an auto-titrating CPAP machine can be prescribed city of pilot-specific data, extrapolation from the motor vehicle
for treatment. While other methods such as overnight oximetry data (a setting likely to be less cognitively demanding), strongly
have been advocated as screening methods, currently these suggests that screening and treatment for OSA should be contechniques lack sufficient sensitivity and specificity to make
sidered in this population. While the approach to the optimal
them effective tools for diagnosis.21
screening of the general pilot population is being debated and
Although CPAP remains the gold-standard for therapy, two refined, individuals who are morbidly obese and in whom OSA
other treatment options are available, surgical intervention with is highly likely should undergo screening.
uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP),2 and therapy with oral
Although many real-world constraints may prevent every
appliances.42 The former intervention is most successful in person in a safety-sensitive occupation from receiving consispatients with mild to moderate sleep apnea.2 UPPP is invasive, tent, high-quality sleep in all situations, ensuring that these perrequires considerable recovery time, and it is often hard to pre- sonnel are free from treatable disorders that prevent high
dict presurgically whether an individual’s apnea will be signifiquality sleep is an achievable objective. Sleep disorders, such as
cantly treated. After recovery from surgery, it is necessary to obstructive sleep apnea, present serious health and perforrepeat overnight polysomnography to determine response, and
mance risks. With proper screening and follow-up, however,
some patients may still require CPAP after surgery. Complica- the risks associated with sleep apnea can be reasonably mantions of UPPP include voice changes, difficulty swallowing,
aged in the modern occupational environment. The Aerospace
nasal regurgitation, and disturbances in taste.29 Maxillofacial Medical Association encourages any initiatives which enhance
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